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1. Drain the judiciary swamp. Supreme Court nominees are honorable unbiased judges for two 
decades previous to consideration and must volunteer full-time for a year in a racially and 
culturally mixed homeless shelter that includes refugees and disabled human beings. Four 
diverse cultures will be seated with no more than two of the same gender of any cultural 
demographic. Gender in this court of nine will include four men four women and one 
transgendered person. 
2. All senators and congress members will participate as one of two political enemies to solve a 
problem in a locked room. The contentious problem will require collaborative effort. Positive 
solution-based interaction will be enforced. Anyone attempting to insult or intimidate will wear 
a gag for an hour. Both will write five positive character qualities about the other and, with eye 
contact, say these to one another. Minimum time together alone will be two hours. An 
additional hour will be added until one or more useable solutions is accomplished. The monitor 
behind a one-way glass will be of opposite demographic. 
3. Thousand-dollar mask-less face fines 
The Revenue will go to: 
~Pay off student loans and medical debts of those who need it. 
~Build and operate decent smaller sheltering homes for homeless individuals. 
These will enhance better independence through: 
~Hands-on work training activities, learning vocational skills that transfer to jobs. 
~The dignity of contributing will begin gradually as skills progress. 
~Tax breaks for organization providing paid work to residents done in the facility 
~Fair value paid with 70% into workers reserve, 30% to operation of the facility. 
~All residents will have quality counselling and mental health care as needed. 
3. Crossing southern boarder will require immediate enrollment in a citizenship training facility 
at that location. Before going on to pursue a better life, citizenship, as well as marketable job 
skills will be successfully achieved. Pre-existing skills will be evaluated for marketability. New 
citizens ready for jobs can have employment assistance. Tax breaks will be granted to 
organizations providing work as part of the on-site training. Fair value of the work will be paid 
with 80% into workers reserve with tax withheld. The additional 20% will be paid for facility 
operations. These border town training facilities will employ thousands. Citizenship trainees can 
perform temporary on-site jobs during training at a 60/40 percent disbursement. 
4. High extra vehicle fees will be collected. Gasoline prices will be raised by 40% to help develop 
environmentally safe fuels. Fees for use of public transportation will be greatly reduced. Air 
travel will be limited to lower environmental damages. 
5. Corporations will pay the taxes of ten US citizens for every overseas employee. 
There is nothing simple about being an actual effective president. In the meantime, let’s stop 
paying our high tax dollar to bullies on the Senate and Congress playgrounds. 

 


